CAPTAIN CUTS BRING THE “HEAT” WITH NEW TRACK
FEATURING PARSON JAMES

(November 15, 2019 – Los Angeles, CA) – Los Angeles-based multiplatinum-selling producer and DJ trio
Captain Cuts unveil a brand new song entitled “Heat” [feat. Parson James] today.
Get it HERE via Epic Records.
A dynamic distillation of disco handclaps, neon bass, and cathedral-size soul-funk vocals, the track fuses
the group’s signature production with a powerhouse performance from Parson. Bending and breaking
genres, ecstatic bass gives way to the hypnotic and hard-hitting hook, “Put your heat on mine. I want to
feel your heat.”
It arrives on the heels of “Summertime Love” with Digital Farm Animals. Of the latter, Idolator wrote,
“the trio’s latest is a season-appropriate banger with an instantly catchy chorus.”
The influence of Captain Cuts courses through popular culture and music at large! They joined forces
with NOTD, Felix Jaehn, and Georgia Ku on the gold-certified crossover smash, “So Close.” The latter
captured #1 at Dance Radio for multiple weeks and emerged as #1 song with the most airplay at Dance
Radio for the year in addition to amassing over 200 million streams. Moreover, they lent their Midas
touch as songwriters and producers to heavy-hitters such as Steve Aoki, Carly Rae Jepsen, and What So
Not to Whethan, Blink-182, MARINA and more.
However, they bring even more “Heat” than ever before on the new song!
CAPTAIN CUTS:

Captain Cuts is a multi-platinum selling songwriting, production, and DJ group based in Los Angeles. The
trio is composed of Ben Berger, Ryan McMahon and Ryan Rabin (also a member of Grouplove). Together
they have produced and written massive songs for artists such as Walk The Moon ("Shut Up And Dance"
& “One Foot”), Bebe Rexha (“I Got You”), Grouplove ("Tongue Tied”), Tove Lo, Halsey, and The
Chainsmokers, among others. Their songs have an aggregate of more than 1 billion streams and over
five million sales. Follow them on: Spotify, Instagram, Facebook
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